Find the ppp masculine short form:

1. пережить 'survive'
2. ответить 'answer'
3. одеть 'put on'
4. испечь 'bake'
5. объяснить 'explain'
6. прочитать 'read'
7. пригласить 'invite'
8. смьть 'wash off'
9. стереть 'eradicate'
10. увидеть 'catch a glimpse of'
11. узнать 'recognize'
12. продать 'sell'
13. съесть 'eat up'
14. смазать 'smear'
15. получить 'receive'
16. оценить 'evaluate'
17. сшить 'sew'
18. начать 'begin'
19. снять 'take off; film'
20. сберечь 'guard, save'
21. принести 'bring'
22. вывезти 'export'
23. спеть 'sing'
24. убить 'kill'
25. написать 'write'

From Townsend:

1. It was explained to us yesterday that the books which we read last week are now located in the library built by the city, and that the
books we are reading now have to be returned there before the 14th of April.
2. This will soon be told to the students.
3. All students being met by us at the station must show the letters which they received from us.
4. The city has already been taken. The city was taken. Napoleon said, «The city is taken.» The city had already been taken when we arrived. Everything has been said.
5. The letter has been written. We wrote the letter. We have written the letter. We had written the letter. I have been writing the letter for five hours. The letter was written. The letter is written.
6. The problem is solved. The problem will be solved. The problem was solved. The problem had been solved.

Note the present passive participle in (3) above.
There are numerous present passive participles from -ава- verbs, e.g. продаваемый.
Sometimes present passives have the meaning 'able to undergo the action' of the verb. What then would мир познаваем mean?